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1.0: Introduction.   1.1: Summary of Findings   This research report is looking into the youth and community provisions throughout Witham, how 
they can be improved and what the residents of Witham want to see in the town. Through extensive 
interviews with various adults and young people in the town and surrounding areas, we have 
discovered many ideas and opinions that will be shared throughout this report.  

 It was clear from comments about ‘what is Witham like’ that many people like the small market town feel that Witham has. It was praised for its plucky nature and sense of history, historic traditions and buildings. But there was a split in opinion about whether the town is declining or not. Many people stated that the town and high street is fairly run down whereas others say that it has got better over the last couple of years.  
 There is a sense of pride from the residents of Witham but the comments that we were given in the interviews expressed both positive and negative parts in the same sentence.  
 A lot of the interviewees said that there is no sense of community and they feel that a lot of funding and special events go to the Braintree district.  
 The young people of Witham feel that it is a safe enough place to live but they would like to see more lighting throughout the town, they want a safe place to go and be social with their friends and more activities to do, like shopping, as many of them leave the town at the weekends to partake in various activities.  
 There is a huge sense of pride amongst the young people and the academies, and the adults have noted that they have seen a rise in aspirations in recent years. 
 Funding and costs are the biggest issues amongst the adults and young people. This side of activities prevents the young people taking part as many of them only have income from their parents or it is too expensive.  
 The adults that we interviewed found it easier to list youth clubs, groups and organisations than the young people. There was a considerable difference in the two lists that were formed. Many of the youth didn’t realise that certain activities fell under the term ‘youth club/organisation/group’. 
 The majority of adults feel that the young people of Witham are catered for, but the youth stated that they don’t know where to look for things and find it hard to find the activities. There were very mixed views amongst the youth about what they want and need. A lot of the ideas that they had already fell into categories that we already have on offer.  
 Adults hold the churches in Witham in high esteem but the young people are split between only going to them on special occasions and understanding the need for Churches in the community. 
 There was a genuine consensus between both the adults and the young people that they need somewhere safe for the young people to go, have fun, have support and find out the information that they want and need.    
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 1.2: Introduction to Witham BB  Where we started The Boys' Brigade was founded in Glasgow on 4th October 1883 by Sir William Alexander Smith. From this one Company formed in Scotland the BB has grown into a worldwide movement, having worked with millions of children and young people for well over a century.  Witham Boys’ Brigade Since 1972 Witham BB has been helping children and young people have FUN, build FRIENDSHIPS, understand FAITH and explore FULLNESS of life. We believe in young people and put them first in all we do, helping them to reach their full potential as they journey from childhood into adulthood.   From small beginnings the group has grown to its current 233 members, 24 Officer Staff and 30 volunteers, including seven Trustees.  Girls In 2008 2nd Witham Boys’ Brigade became a Boys’ Brigade and Girls association and in 2015 took on a schools department, Christian Youth Outreach Witham (CYO Witham).  Meetings take place at Guithavon Valley Evangelical Church, the BB office, the workshop unit in the Industrial Estate, the Community Hub in Newlands Shopping Centre, the gym and meeting rooms at Witham United Reformed Church, New Rickstones Academy gym and Bradwell Waterside Marina for the boat. The company celebrated 40 years of BB in Witham on the 18th September 2012.  Our Ambition  We want Witham to be: 
 A place where children and young people realise that they have talents. 
 A safe place where they have a chance to realise and enhance these talents. 
 An adventurous place where they recognise and are given opportunities to use those talents in service to their community and beyond.  Ages and Stages We believe in children and young people, putting them first in everything we do.  We also believe in the holistic development that sees the child in the round, as a whole person – physically, emotionally, intellectually, socially, morally, culturally and spiritually.  That is why we have developed four age and stage appropriate programmes for children and young people;  
 Anchors for 5 to 8 year olds 
 Juniors for 8 to 11 year olds 
 Company for 11 to 15 year olds  
 Seniors for 15+ year olds  Our 2020 Vision  Witham BB, through its programme of youth and children's work, aims to create confident, capable, articulate and experienced young people who are aware of local challenges and opportunities with the knowledge, contacts, health and base skills to irrepressibly and lead the future of both their own lives and the life of Witham.  
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  Engage: 
 Providing opportunities for children and young people to meet together in their communities and engage in a range of fun and developmental activities. 
 Empowering children and young people by involving them in decision making at all levels of BB. 
 Enabling children and young people to engage with the needs of others (especially other young people) locally, nationally and globally and encouraging them to participate in activities and projects in which they can make a difference.  Partner: 
 Working in partnership with churches to encourage the development of a personal Christian faith 
 Finding partnerships within communities to meet the needs of children and young people 
 Creating opportunities to develop partnerships with other appropriate organisations and agencies  Support: 
 Being responsive to the needs and aspirations of all children and young people regardless of differing abilities, identities, backgrounds, gender or culture and providing appropriate support, advice and guidance 
 Ensuring the safety and wellbeing of children and young people through the implementation of robust procedures for the selection, training and supervision of leaders 
 Providing high quality training ad resources for leaders 
 Providing a network of professional staff to support and equip voluntary leaders for the task    

 
2.0: Community Profile 

2.1: Brief History of Witham 
Witham is situated at the junction of the deeply cut valley of the River Brain with the wider valley of the Blackwater. It is at this point that the Roman road from London to Colchester crosses The Brain. In parts of its route through Essex, this road has been identified as cutting through an earlier rectilinear field pattern of Iron Age date. Fields of this type surround Witham, being identified on the Tithe and other old maps. The origins of Witham as a place are, however, much older. At Chipping Hill, to the west of the modern town and the highest point in the area, located on the 30m contour, there was a circular earthwork or hillfort which has been shown by excavation to be of Early Iron Age or late Bronze Age date. The railway cut through this feature in 1844, and it has been eroded to some extent by subsequent development. However it can still be recognised in the contours of the landscape and from the circular pattern of roads round its perimeter.   No Roman town has been discovered at Witham, though excavations during the 1960s and 1970s at Ivy Chimneys identified a religious site on the south side of the town. Further evidence of domestic occupation during the Roman period was found during excavations at Maltings Lane (Medlycott 2001). The strategic importance of Witham’s position on the main road and at the river crossing is evident from its role in the early 10th-century warfare against the Vikings.  
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In 912, at the beginning of campaigns that were to see the Danes driven out of Essex, Edward the Elder erected a burh or fortification at Witham prior to building another at Maldon. It has always been assumed that the Chipping Hill earthwork was the site of the Anglo-Saxon burh. Excavation has failed to confirm this, the only Anglo-Saxon finds being a coin and a handful of pottery. It has been speculated that the burh might have been located at other sites outside the town. However, not all Anglo- Saxon burhs were settlement centres, and for the present the identification of Chipping Hill as the burh is the most reasonable hypothesis. It was certainly at Chipping Hill that the medieval settlement developed, the church of St. Nicolas (pictured) being located close to the earthwork.  At the time of the Domesday survey in 1086, there were five manors in what became Witham Parish, some divided up. In total they had about 140 tenants attached to them, with a total population of about 750. Most of the main manor belonged to the King, with 90 tenants including an unusually large number of freeholders (57).  A new chapter in the settlement’s history began with the donation by King Stephen in 1147 of the manor to the Knights Templar. They founded a market on the main road, obtaining a charter for the market in 1212. In effect, they founded a new roadside town, with planned burgage plots of uniform size known as the halfacres. The new town was referred to as La Neweland (Reaney 1935). The medieval town was essentially confined to ribbon development along the main road, though its success is evident from its extent, 15th and 16th century buildings being present along the full length of Newland Street.  Although cloth manufacture was important at Witham, it was never as significant as in other towns such as Coggeshall or Bocking. Instead, its late and post-medieval economy was more diversified, based on its market function and importance as a stopping place on the main road. Its role as a coaching post is reflected in the large number of imposing brick fronted houses built in the 18th-century. One local family, the Pattissons, were particularly influential in shaping Witham’s appearance from the mid-1700s, funding the refronting or rebuilding of older properties in Newland Street in brick. A spa briefly made Witham a place of fashionable resort.  The coming of the railway that followed the line of the road, led to an expansion of residential housing, that added to the town’s importance. Guithavon Street was built in 1841 providing access to the new church and National School there. Built in 1869, Collingwood Road provided a direct link between Newland Street, the railway station and Chipping Hill. New suburban housing began to appear in Collingwood Road and Avenue Road prior to the First World War. In the inter-war years further housing was added and The Avenue was developed (the latter was previously a private drive to a mansion house in Newland Street called The Grove). The opening of the new Crittall’s factory in 1919-20 was an important event in Witham’s development. The factory was to produce the standard metal windows for which the company became renowned.   Until the 1960s Witham grew slowly, remaining as a small market town with a steady but unremarkable growth in population, housing and industry. In the mid-1960s the Town Expansion Scheme was introduced in conjunction with London County Council to provide London overspill housing, following the provisions of the Town Development Act 1952. New residential areas were created west of the town centre and new offices and shops provided employment and services to the expanding population. Industrial estates were developed to the north of the centre.  The town centre was by-passed in 1964, the A12 being moved to the east. The railway branch line to Maldon closed in the 1960s. Starting in the 1980s but accelerating in the 1990s and 2000s, a large 
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number of houses were built in several estates to the south and southwest of the town, infilling the farmland that used to exist between the town and the A12 bypass. The most recent is the Maltings Lane development which when completed will have over 1,200 homes, plus a school, a business park and a community shopping area.   The historical information in this report draws extensively on comments and published sources by Janet Gyford, and the archaeological information is based on the work of Warwick Rodwell. In addition, acknowledgement is made to the contribution of research by Mike Wadhams and the Witham Archaeological Research Group. Further information is contained in Maria Medlycott’s Origins of Witham, 2001.  2.2: About the town today.  Today, Witham is the second largest town in Braintree District with a population of 25,353 according to the 2011 Census, making up 17% of the population of the Braintree District. With the expansion of the Maltings Lane development and further work poised to start on the opposite side of Hatfield Road, expanding the town ever closer towards Hatfield Peverel, the town is set to grow even further.  Witham has a Non-League football club, Witham Town F.C. who play at Spa Road. Leisure facilities include Benton Hall Golf and Leisure Centre, a pool club and a library that occupies the building of the town's long-closed cinema, the Whitehall. Witham benefited from a purpose built, state-of-the-art Leisure Centre (pictured left) on the site of the old John Bramston School in 2014. The new facilities include a large gym, a 25 metre pool and learner pool with movable floor, a poolside sauna and steam room, 2 squash courts, exercise studios, a multi-purpose room and much more. A 'River Walk' runs for two and a half miles through the town and is home to a range of wildlife.   There are two secondary schools in Witham, Maltings Academy (pictured right) and New Rickstones Academy. The two schools are part of the AET academies chain. The town's Primary Junior and Infant schools are Templars, Holy Family Catholic School, Howbridge C of E, Powers Hall, Chipping Hill (This became a Primary school in September 2010 and moved to a new site in the south of the town in January 2012), Rivenhall C of E, Elm Hall, Southview and Silver End.             
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Witham is largely representative of the results of the 2011 census for the Braintree District and the following statistics are sourced from the ‘Profile of the Braintree District 2014-15’  Age Groups 18.5% of residents are aged 0-15 9.5% of residents are aged 16-24 59.75% of residents are aged 25-64 14.25% of residents are aged 65+  

Gender 51% are Female 49% are Male  

Ethnicity 93.15% are White British 2.65% are classed as White Other Other ethnic groups make up 4.2% of the population  

Religion 61.27% of residents are Christian 29.99% have no religion 0.47% are Muslim 0.3% are Hindu 0.24% are Buddhist 0.14% are Jewish 0.06% are Sikh 0.4% follow other religions 7.14% are unknown   verage Earnings in the Braintree District.  
 In 2013 the (median) average gross weekly pay for full time workers living in the Braintree district was £595.20.  
 Male full time workers earned £641.30 per week (£123.20 more than the combined national average, and £82.50 more than the national average for male workers).  
 Female full time workers earned £487.70 per week (£107.50 less than the combined national average, and £27.90 more than the national average for female workers).  
 Male workers earned of average £153.60 per week more than the average wage for female fulltime workers in the district.     
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Witham is part of the Witham Constituency of the House of Commons. The local Member of Parliament (MP) is the Conservative Priti Patel. Priti Patel was elected as the first Member of Parliament for the Witham Constituency in May 2010 and was subsequently re-elected in May 2015. Born in London and educated at a comprehensive school in Watford, Priti went on to study economics at Keele University before completing her postgraduate studies at the University of Essex. In July 2014 Priti was appointed as Exchequer Secretary to the Treasury and following the 2015 General Election was appointed as the new Minister for Employment at the Department for Work and Pensions. The constituency includes Hatfield Peveral, Langford, Wickham Bishops, Marks Tey, Tiptree, Tolleshunt Knights, Stanway, Kelvedon and Coggeshall. Witham is under the jurisdiction of Witham Town Council, Braintree District Council and Essex County Council. Witham and parts of the Braintree District hold one of the best recycling schemes in the UK, with compulsory recycling, reaching over 50% recycling. It is part of the District of Braintree and is twinned with the town of Waldbröl, Germany.  A consultation into public support for town centre regeneration proposals in Witham has been met with an overwhelmingly positive response. More than 80% of respondents were in favour of proposals including creating a new Market Square, relocating the current market to the new Market Square, and creating a shopper friendly link between the Newland Centre and Grove Centre.  Installing better signage throughout the town was also one of the proposals on the agenda. Respondents also commented on issues including parking, pedestrian flow, and the retail offer in the town centre.   3.0: 2013 Research.   3.1 Findings and Objectives.  3.1.1 It was interesting to discover that both the older and younger generations saw a clear need to find an appropriate place for the youth of Witham to socialise. While it was generally seen that for those young people in Witham who are willing to spend money, there are several activities for them to choose from, for those without much money, there is very little for them to be involved in.  As well as this, the current Youth Centre (located on Maldon Road) is currently out of use. Many of the young people hang around the streets in groups that, as many of the interviewees commented, can cause other community members to feel intimidated.   An overwhelming response from the interviewees was that they would love to see some sort of Youth Venue in Witham that is centrally located, warm and safe. It was difficult for the young people to articulate what they wanted this place to contain or provide. It should also be noted that many mentioned the desire to come together occasionally as a ‘local neighbourhood’ – e.g. the Templars Halloween fun day in October half term.  3.1.2 It was encouraging to hear the personal experiences of the Witham community regarding its young people. Many of those interviewed were very proud of the young people of Witham and saw that they made a positive contribution to the local community. But the prevailing perception was one of concern and anxiety, not borne out of experience but more from the voice of the media (national and local) of what young people could do or get up to. Many did acknowledge that it was only a small minority of young people that behaved antisocially, and that this had clouded the perception of others in the community.  The primary response of those interviewed, when asked about their general impression of Witham, focused on the High Street/Newland Street. They went on to say that Witham was more than just about the town centre. Comments were made about the number of dirty/ empty units, charity shops, food outlets and betting shops. People spoke of the variety of buildings and architecture and the 
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history of the changing width of the road but commented on the lack of welcome. Bizarrely, there was a feeling that Witham had character but did not present itself well or celebrate what it was – almost as if they were talking about it having a personality and lacking self-confidence.  3.1.3 It was very encouraging to hear people’s responses to the schooling in Witham. Both the young and older generations felt the schools were trying to do a good job but questions were raised about developing aspirations in young people who felt they had limited options and no choice of future ahead of them. Both generations commented that there was a lot of pressure put on students these days to succeed and do well in school, noting that attainment is often linked to qualifications as a means to achieving what is wanted. Comments were also made that the secondary schools had increased their liaison with primary schools and parents would like support in this transition.  Frustrations were raised by both the young people and employers in the town about job opportunities. It should be noted how this was articulated: “I’m worried about what job I’m going to get”, “I’m worried about what career I’m going to have.” Employers commented on badly filled in application forms (a common issue was incomplete forms), being poorly prepared for interviews and readiness for work. Young people were anxious about finding a job and many were oblivious to the diversity and options they had with over 800 businesses within their community.  3.1.4 .It was interesting to see the response of interviewees to the church and its role in the community. Even with the large cross-section and diversity of people interviewed, most people felt that the current Church of Witham was mostly irrelevant and not doing much to serve the community outside their walls. However, almost unanimously, people interviewed felt that the Church should have a more central role in the community. They felt that the Church should be getting out and running activities like the Summer family festival put on last year, and generally caring for the social needs of people.      
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 3.2: Outputs.  The 2013 Youth and Community Research Reports results showed conclusively that young people wanted to be more involved in their communities but that they weren’t able to articulate clearly enough what they wanted. Witham BB with a number of partners ran a series of pilot schemes, all of which were based out of a week of action, 2nd to 8th April 2013.  Pilot Projects 2013:  The four pilot projects in 2013 were: 
 Meanwhile… 
 Welcome to Witham 
 Sportivate 
 Thru the Lens  Meanwhile... – Short-term creative use of empty shop units in Witham Town. The Witham Youth Hub (pictured) has transformed an empty shopfront to the home of a drop in youth centre. Operating for 3 nights a week to start with, it provided a safe, warm place for young people to turn up without any obligations. Partnership from Microsoft meant that young people who wished to could take part in a skills developing course, helping familiarise them with the new Windows Platform at the time.    Results of Meanwhile… 
 Over 200 young people given up a week of their Easter holiday to volunteer as part of #TeamWitham over the course of 3 years. 
 The Hub has been up and running since September 2013 as a community venue.  Details: Out of ‘Meanwhile…’ was born the concept of #TeamWitham. Now entering its 4th year, #TeamWitham has been one of the most successful ventures, giving young people the resources to take control of their town for a week. Young people have helped this project evolve to become an opportunity to run their own business for a week, getting to experience the thrills of seeing a plan come together or witnessing the pitfalls of poor planning. Every young person who has taken part in #TeamWitham has had something positive to say about the experience, many of whom have been back for successive years.  In 2015 the Witham Leadership Academy (WLA) was formed to give young people the opportunity to have their say about what happens in their town. The participants who were chosen, based on their performance in #TeamWitham, got the opportunity to rub shoulders with Town Councilors at a council meeting, have a face to face meeting with Priti Patel, MP for Witham, take part in the running of a large community event, the Round Tables’ Fireworks Display, and most recently had a tour of the Houses of Parliament.    
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 Welcome to Witham - Creating an impression as you enter Witham.   Results of Welcome to Witham: 
 Young people from Witham chose a location, designed, got the materials and made the ‘Welcome to Witham’ sign. 
 This raised discussion on social media about young people taking an active part in their community.  Details: During the first year of #TeamWitham, permission was granted by the town council and land owners to make a temporary sign welcoming commuters to Witham. It was a simple undertaking which made a huge difference while it lasted, transforming the appearance of the Gershwin Boulevard roundabout with the words ‘WELCOME TO WITHAM’ (pictured) dug into a mound and filled with stones. The project was highly praised in the media and by residents.   Sportivate Witham - Sport engagement, from having a go to joining a club.   Results of Sportivate Witham: 
 3 sessions a week of drop in sports across 2 locations in the town. 
 Launch of the Passport 2 Sports (PP2S) 
 Over 800 young people have taken part in related projects since 2013 
 1 Inter-Community Games Festival 
 10 partner sporting organisations   Details: This project formed the foundations of what was to become a town-wide initiative to get young people engaged in physical activity. The Multisport Drop-in has been running for two and a half years, opening up the all-weather pitch to young people for free. They can turn up for an hour and play any sport they choose to. This sees in excess of 50 young people without fail, every week. The Football Mashup (pictured) is about encouraging those who wish not to be tied into a team commitment to play football in a structured environment. Stadium in the Streets is a 2 year project funded by the Peoples’ Health Trust. This involved Witham BB taking our mobile Sports Arena to the Templars estate and hosting weekly drop in sessions for young people. Passport 2 Sport is a project designed to link all of the sports groups and clubs in Witham into one forum, giving the residents of the town the opportunity to ‘try before you buy’ taster sessions with local sports clubs. The tag line; Find a Sport You’ll Love for Life’ is designed to challenge people to try a variety of activities and define what aspect of that activity inspires them most, be it taking part, competing, training, coaching or adjudicating.    
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 Thru the lens - Presenting Witham through different media styles.   Results of Thru the lens: 
 Photoragphy completion for 11- 16 year olds – 80 participants 10 finalists 
 Six month Photo gallery display in Community Hub “How I see Witham” 
 Launch of Media team for #TeamWitham  Details: 80 participants were given a disposable camera and given the briefing to answer the question: How do I see Witham.           Pilot support process All projects are supported by SUMO (Stop, Understand and Move On) and focus on Student aspiration, access and support techniques. More detail on each project is provided at the end of this report.   Following on from the 2013 Pilots, these projects began.  Youth and Community - Open Crowd came from feedback we received that no-one feels a sense of community. By taking a small family festival to each of the neighbourhoods, families and neighbours are able to come together and celebrate what makes them a community. The festivals are free to attend and are run on a not-for-profit basis, with donations accepted where offered, but never asked for or expected. Families can enjoy a variety of activities from Inflatables, face painting and a Multi-Sports Arena to a Bike Dr. or Smoothie Bike. Le Tour de Witham (pictured) comes under the umbrella of ‘Open Crowd and the Passport 2 Sports: The whole town is encouraged to come together for a day and join in led bike rides aimed at young or beginner cyclists, taking in the town and the River Walk, with a slightly more challenging 25 mile ride for those wishing to push themselves that bit harder.   Intercommunity Games - 2015 was the first time that all of the facilities in Witham’s ‘Games Village’ were made available to the residents of the town. Partners including the Rush Green Bowmen, Witham Hockey Club, Infinity Tri, CTC, and First Service Tennis Club gave their time to show the diversity of what’s on offer in the town. This was done under the banner of the Passport 2 Sport.   
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In Schools CYO and Witham BB - In January 2015 CYO Witham became a part of the Witham BB team. They have been an invaluable asset and have taken on the role of ‘Schools Team’. This means that whatever your age at some point in their education in Witham, young people will meet the CYO Witham Schools Team. As part of this we have begun taking a half term’s worth of PD lessons for Year 10 in Maltings Academy each year. The lessons are based on planning and all of the aspects that go into this, a short personality test, and finally a team building challenge, where, based on the personality test, members should understand better how they fit in to team dynamics.   We believe that a good, holistic education is vital to enable young people to become valuable members of their community. It equips young people to achieve their full potential whilst at the same time enabling them to contribute to society.  Schools in Witham have the invaluable role of supporting the spiritual and moral development of their students. Each month, CYO works with young people of all faiths and none by contributing to this unique aspect of life.   101 things to do before you’re 12 (101 B4 12) – This project is based on the National Trusts idea of 50 things to do before 11, but has been adapted to encompass more of what’s available to young people in Witham. Although not exclusive to Witham residents, all of the goals can be attained in the town or through Witham BB. Young people are challenged to complete 101 different activities from a list which is ever expanding.    3.3: Excerpts from YAC Five Year Outline.  
Since 1972 Witham BB has been helping children and young people have FUN, build FRIENDSHIP, understand their FAITH and explore FULLNESS of life.   We believe in young people and put them first in everything we do, helping them reach their full potential as they journey from childhood into adulthood. 
YOUTH AND COMMUNITY FIVE-YEAR PLAN 
TOWN WIDE STRATEGY  
By 2020 our coordinated strategy will produce confident, capable, articulate and experienced young 
people who are aware of local challenges and opportunities, with the knowledge, contacts, health and 
base skills to irrepressibly influence and lead the future of both their own and the life of Witham. 
LEADING THE WAY 
Across the UK the way in which Youth and Community services are delivered has changed. Reductions 
in funding and resources have led to a drive for greater cost effectiveness and new models of service 
delivery, even amongst non-statutory agencies and the voluntary sector. Going forward every 
organisation is considering how they can work with others to maximise the impact of their services on 
young people and communities now and in the in the future. 
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Witham BB is at forefront of such this change in Witham and with partners developing new and 
exciting ways to tackle the challenges that young people and communities face today, which makes 
up our five year youth and community strategy. 
Each project or activity (outlined below) has an individual purpose and goal, but also combines with 
the others to create a pathway of support which deliver the partnership’s aim to: 
 
“Improve the Life Chances of Children and Young People in Witham by raising aspiration, 
attainment, health and wellbeing” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Community & Partner Engagement Primary Schools Secondary Schools 16+ 

Annual 
Youth & 

Community 
Summit 

Passport to 
Sport 

Health Hub 

101 Things To 
Do Before 
You’re 12 

# Team 
Witham 

Jump Start 
(Work Club) 

Witham 
Leadership 
Academy 

Open Crowd 
Family 

Wellbeing 
Fun Days 

As young people progress through 
the programme, they become 
“alumni” of the different projects 
and will be asked to give back by 
volunteering to help deliver the 
projects for the next cohort of 
young people. 
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PASSPORT TO SPORT – ACTIVE FOR LIFE 
 
Passport to Sport is a programme where we help young people find a sport they will love for life.  
 
Passport to Sport has five parts 
1) INTRODUCTION. When a young person first signs up to Passport to Sport they attend a presentation 
introducing the fact that sport can be fun & something you can do for life, it also highlights team & 
individual sports as well as challenging stereotypes & attitudes to sport. They would then complete a 
passport application that asks them about what they like doing, alongside what sport they already do 
or like. 
 
2) DISCOVERY initiative helping young people find a sport that they will love for life.  Six-week taster 
sport sessions & culminating with a young person led family sport festival event on their doorstep. 
This is then followed up with Passport to Sport days & weeks during the school holidays alongside 
invitations to local clubs. This is to ensure young people continually have access to sporting 
opportunities & options to cross over sports if life or circumstances change. 
 
3) Supported INDUCTION into their chosen sport. This helps the young person move from trying & 
liking a sport to repeating & joining a club. 
 
4) Club LIASON offering support, encouragement & showcase good practice to & with local clubs about 
working with young people, alongside promoting engaging & mentoring inductions.  There are two 
sides to this part, a) Highlighting clubs that already do well & b) Inspiring others to join in. 
 
5) ENABLE young people to establish new clubs in sports that does not already exist in the area. 
 
Five-Year Goal 

 Hosting of the 2020 Essex Youth Games 
 People from all over Essex would come and enjoy sport 
 Able and Non-Able bodied 
 Structure of Witham, coaches, volunteers and participants   

2015 
 Launched in schools  
 Ran 12 Passport to Sport activity days 
 Signed up 10 club partners 
 Ran an Inter-community games (day festival at Witham Leisure Centre, Witham Sports Ground and Maltings Academy) 2016 
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 Use school holidays to have Passport to Sport activity days 
 Sign up more club partners 
 Inter-community games (day festival at Witham Leisure Centre, Witham Sports Ground and 

Maltings Academy) 
 
101 THINGS TO DO BEFORE YOU ARE 12 
 
101 things to do before you are 12 is a cross generational and aspirations raising project, helping 
children become prepared for life. 
 
The idea 
We often complain that children need to get out more and stop playing on their computers or on their 
mobiles. We reflect on a past time when things were different. This initiative gives the community of 
Witham the chance to suggest what they think a child by the time they reach 12 should have had the 
opportunity to experience. Turning a negative into a positive interaction and investment in the next 
generation. 
 
2015 

 ENGAGEMENT – Deliver sessions with children where opportunities are presented that 101 things to do before you are 12 are shown, with a request that they go home to ask their parents and grandparents to suggest things that they think a 12 year old should have experienced.  
 COLLATION – We then collate all the responses into a list of 101 things. 
 LAUNCH – At the Youth and Community Summit (Witham), this initiative is launch and registration is opened.  As part of the Summit children will be able to register and straight away achieve some of the tasks in the interactive zone. 
 ROLL OUT – Registration and delivery of the project within existing groups and clubs, alongside special ‘101 days’. Where community / sports groups can facilitate relevant tasks and showcase what they do.  

2016 
 CONTINUE WITH ROLL OUT – Registration and delivery of the project within existing groups and clubs, alongside special ‘101 days’. Where community / sports groups can facilitate relevant tasks and showcase what they do.  
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#TEAMWITHAM 
 
#Team Witham is an annual youth led week of social action for secondary school students run by Witham BB and supported by the Academies, Youth Service, Town Council and local businesses. 
  
Taking place over the Easter holiday period, local secondary school students plan, and deliver a wide range of projects in and around Witham Town Centre aimed at improving their local community, and helping them to gain new skills and experiences.  
 
Opportunities for young people include:  

 Running a Business  
 Media Skills  
 Creative arts 
 Sports 
 Improving the environment 

 
 
What will it achieve? Young people taking part gain valuable new skills and experiences outside of the classroom, such as teamwork, planning and self-management. Participants will also improve their self-esteem and gain increased confidence to try new things in the future.  
 
2015 

 Ran Special year 10 project management course for all students at Maltings Academy 
 Engagement and sign up from 23rd February 
 Week of social action 30th March to 4th April  

2016 
 Special year 10 project management course 
 Engagement and sign up from 23rd February 
 Week of social action 29th March to 2nd April 
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WITHAM LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 
The Witham Leadership Academy is a programme for Young People to learn more about how Witham Works and gain the skills and experiences necessary to become the community leaders of tomorrow.  
Participants will have the opportunity to visit a range of activities including Town Council meetings, Community Projects, and meet with representatives working with a range of agencies working in the town.  
Participants will also be supported to take leading roles in delivering many of the projects listed above, to gain valuable work experience through volunteering and help raise the aspirations of other local young people by acting as peer champions.  
What will it achieve?  
This programme will provide valuable experience for young people to become future civic and 
community leaders in Witham, and will provide other young people with peer leaders who can support, 
encourage and represent them. 
2015 

 Following #TeamWitham delegates will be selected to become the inaugural Witham Leadership Academy ‘Class of 2016’. 
 Induction night 
 10 civic engagements 
 Graduation celebration  

2016 
 Select Witham Leadership Academy ‘Class of 2017’. 
 Induction night 
 10 civic engagements 
 Graduation celebration   

OPEN CROWD (FAMILY WELLBEING FUN DAYS) 
Open Crowd Festivals seeks to build and establish lasting connections and networks (social capital) 
that will help humanise and transform local communities and build safe, harmonious and inclusive 
societies so all can find their place in a higher local and global purpose. 
 
Open Crowd 
Creating Open Crowd as a social enterprise that seeks to increase community inclusion and to promote 
a happy, fulfilling and healthy lifestyle. Open Crowd will become the channel by which partners can 
pool resources creating other social enterprise and community opportunities. 
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What is Open Crowd? 
The idea is to;  
- make positive use of an empty space.  
- make engaging and active use of green space.  
- use tie in with the Live Well and Active Essex campaign.  
- provide neighborhood community focus and easy access to 
physical activities.  
- promote social inclusion and generational interaction at low 
cost and doorstep access.  
- be an early adopter of a social enterprise that meets local 
community needs and starts young people in work experience 
and civic service (including NEET and those at risk).  
- enable an easy and supported stepped volunteer pathway to 
participation into civic activity.  
 
Open Crowd will do this in three ways 
1) Engagement - A meeting place, accessible, fun and welcoming with a sense of belonging.    
2) Cooperation - Working together will awaken a shared sense of what matters, shared purpose and 
commitment conveying how hope and a healthy future are being born in response to real needs and 
unrealised potential.  
3) Community - Everything we are doing is to Build People Up, Help People Grow because People 
Matter. 
 
2015 
Five Open Crowd Festivals will be held over Summer at the following locations; 

 Templars 
 Hatfield Road 
 Humber Road 
 Flora Road 
 Gershwin Boulevard  

2016 
Five Open Crowd Festivals will be held over Summer at the possible following locations; 

 Templars 
 Hatfield Road 
 Humber Road 
 Flora Road 
 Gershwin Boulevard  
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Open Crowd Resources and Equipment 
The concept is to have the resources (inflatable assault course, sports arena, inflatable marquee, 
gazebos, sideshows etc) owned centrally and used either for free or on a repair and replace 
charge.  We develop a community team around the resources (they know how to safely set up and 
use) and alongside the local residents run neighbourhood festivals at a fraction of the usual cost. We 
also run a work experience and apprenticeship scheme renting out the equipment at a commercial 
rate. 
 
 
YOUTH AND COMMUNITY SUMMIT 
 
This is a unique annual one-day convention for every kind 
of person involved in every kind of work with children and 
young people.  Why unique? Because over the course of 
one day, you’ll hear from more than 20 diverse voices 
presenting their big ideas about youth work, youth 
engagement and youth issues – in Sports, in Parenting, in 
Enterprise and in Civic Service. For 5, 10, 15 minutes at the 
most, we are asking a mix of leading experts and grass 
roots practitioners to take to the stage for a series of high-
impact presentations – then create an atmosphere of interaction and engagement to ensure their 
ideas are accessed and developed by our delegates. 
 
The vision behind the event was developed by partnership organisations as part of Our Witham.  The 
question they set out to explore; how could they and the organisations they represent work together 
to better serve and resource the children and young people, the parents, the local groups and clubs, 
and the local businesses?  Part of the answer is to launch a new kind of event, where breadth, diversity 
and unity are celebrated; where innovation and new ideas are the focus. 
 
Youth and Community Summit 2016 

 We are currently reviewing this years one and have a lot to learn going forward for next year.  
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PARTNERS 
 
Braintree District Council   Witham BB   
Greenfields Community Housing  Witham Town Council 
Fusion Lifestyle    Department of Work and Pension/ Witham Jobcentre  
Essex County Council   Plus 
Family Solutions Team   Youth Service 
Maltings Academy    New Rickstones Academy 
4 Children     Braintree District Voluntary Support Agency (BDVSA) 
New River Retail    The Rural Community Council for Essex (RCCE) 
Templars Residents Association  Essex Children and Young People’s Drugs  
South Anglia Housing   Partnership (EYPDAS) 
Salvation Army Housing Association Open Road (Drug and alcohol treatment service) 
Family Mosaic    Witham Chamber of Trade and Commerce 
Witham Town Team 
 

 
 

4.2: The Views of Young People about Witham. 
The almost unanimous feeling from young people was that Witham is a safe enough place to live and 
that there is a fair amount to do, if it takes their interest. 
Many young people commented on the local sports clubs 
and the scenery. It was acknowledged by the young people, 
that although it may not be important to them they are 
privileged to have facilities such as the River Walk 
(Pictured) and a lot of open spaces. There was a sense of 
pride about both academies and many commented that 
there was more to do locally since the opening of the new 
leisure centre.  

‘Things have changed recently for the better, more opportunities’. 
The town centre was complimented as a good place to eat with a wide variety of cafes and restaurants. 
Young people noted that there are a lot of pubs and a good number of sports teams. It was also felt 
that Witham is a charitable town, although this came with a back handed comment about the number 
of charity shops. 
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Criticism came in the same sentence as the compliments in that if you look hard enough, Witham is 
an entertaining place with a lot of facilities, but you have to look for them. The majority of young 
people felt that if you wanted to have fun, you have to leave the town to go to Braintree and 
Chelmsford; entertainment in Witham comes at a cost and if you’re paying to have fun you might as 
well pay to leave Witham. This was the case for clothes shopping and leisure activities such as Cinema, 
Bowling and youth party venues. The consensus was that Witham is a place to live but that in order to 
work or for entertainment you have to go elsewhere. Suggestions to improve this were a bowling alley 
or a cinema, both of which have been in Witham at some point in history. The former was criticised 
for its location.  Litter came up in many of the comments and it was described as a vicious circle. Young 
people openly admitted 
that they feel less 
conscious about littering 
because it is already 
prevalent. All said that the 
availability of bins has an 
effect on litter, not just the 
number of bins, but that 
they aren’t emptied 
regularly enough. 
 There were some interesting suggestions with a minority of young people feeling that Witham could be an intimidating place in the dark. Much of this was based on hearsay as opposed to experience, but young people want well lit, open places to socialise, particularly in the summer months, and open venues for the winter.   Sports facilities were important but equally important was somewhere to  ‘go and just sit with our mates’   ‘a park or jungle gym for older children and adults.’  The impression that young people gave was that when they do, they are perceived as a nuisance and they become intimidating, both to older generations, but equally to each other  ‘teenagers with hoodies can be intimidating’.  It was acknowledged that vandalism was an issue but young people were quick to point out this was done by a small minority and that a sense of ownership might reduce this. They feel that they are unfairly judged on who they are from a minority of other young people’s behaviors; they believe that the older generation underestimate them, which can have an impact on their behavior and their feelings towards the older generations and youth workers.   4.3: The Provision of Services in Witham. 
When speaking to the adults in the interviews, all of them found it easy to name several youth groups, 
both uniformed and informal, clubs, sports clubs and teams. The list topped 25 and there were still 
some known exceptions. The feeling among adults was that the young people are well catered for in 
terms of youth clubs but that they may choose not to attend. However, when the same question was 
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posed to the young people the list was significantly 
shorter with many of them neglecting to mention 
many groups which are well known to adults, 
groups such as Witham BB, Scouts, Air and Army 
Cadets and even football clubs.   
It became desperately clear that some of the young 
people don’t know where to start looking in order 

to find out about what’s available to them, with those who were already a part of a group or club 
relying on their parents to send them. Some who were already known to us neglected to name clubs 
they already attend, and when this was pointed out to them they said they ‘didn’t realise football was 
part of a youth club’ (referring to the multi-sports drop-in hosted by Witham BB.)  
Young people reiterated the need for physical activity and that cost was a prohibiting factor to them. 
The cost to go swimming, or to attend a youth club or to be a part of a football team means they will 
not attend these clubs. It was also interesting to note that when questioned about how they get 
money, all of those asked said they got it from their parents.  
Questions about what would meet their needs were met with mixed responses. Some commented on 
the need for more shops, party venues, social venues,  

‘with sports, somewhere to chill, somewhere that is always open.’ 
It was acknowledged that places like this already exist but that young people weren’t comfortable 
going somewhere where there is already an established group in attendance. It was somewhat 
territorial in essence, and another comment which received a lot of agreement was that young people 
were weary of youth workers.  
‘Somewhere to chill, somewhere that is always open, where we don’t feel intimidated and there are 

no dodgy looking youth workers’. 
Although they were unable to articulate it, the impression they gave was that older youth workers 
were difficult to relate to and spend too much time questioning or offering unwarranted advice. 
For those who didn’t attend a youth club, many expressed an interest and even went so far as to 
describe what they would want in a youth group. This irony of this is that what they described fell 
exactly into what is already on offer. Others said that a youth organisation needed to give them a 
reason to go. There was no definitive answer on when provisions should be available, but more that 
a huge variety is needed in order to cater for all the interests of young people. 
The feeling among the adults questioned was that the provisions are in place for young people but 
they are limited by finances and in turn the take up by young people. There were concerns about drug 
and alcohol use by young people, and although this was mentioned by the young people themselves, 
they all described it as a minority issue, with very few young people of school age using drugs and 
alcohol recreationally. It was also noted that this was confined to particular areas of the town. 

‘Opportunities to mix with the students from both secondary schools, they get on so well, which is 
unheard of really. With two secondary schools, you’d think there would be a rivalry, but because they 

do things like go to cadets or they play on the same football team, maybe there’s a healthy 
competition there, collaboration between the two of them, opportunities where they get to use skills 
that will help them in their studies but also in the workplace. So real life and stuff that schools don’t 
unfortunately get to teach because we have the constraints of the curriculum, we don’t get to teach 

them how to pick up a phone and answer a phone because that’s not on any subject; yet that’s a 
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valuable life skill or shaking hands and initiate a greeting with somebody. We do through our life 
skills programme but anything like that which equips them for the real world. Being a teenager is 
tough. Being a teenager in 2015 is a lot harder than when I was their age because of the current 

state of the country and everything else. The more we can do to raise aspirations, to equip them for 
the real world then morally we are doing the right thing.’ 

A view from our questionnaire. 
 

4.4: The Church and People’s Opinions. 
The church is still held in high esteem by all of the adults 
interviewed. Even those who openly admitted they did not 
have a belief or faith, still felt that the church played an 
important role in the community. They wanted the church 
to be an approachable home for the community but they 
didn’t want to feel like the Church was  

‘providing for them.’ 
Everyone felt that the church was a good place for resources, kitchen, halls for hire, welcoming 
atmosphere and entertainment for young people. 
There was a huge difference in opinion from young people. The split was fairly even with some young 
people failing to see the need for the church except for christenings, weddings and funerals. Others 
knew the importance and were able to relate this to the national celebration of Christian festivals such 
as Easter or Christmas. Others saw it as a venue for activities, such as youth clubs or holiday clubs.  
Those who felt the church was irrelevant could not be swayed in their opinion by their peers  

‘There is nothing appealing to teenagers in buildings such as the church’. 
The impression I got was that as each generation passed fewer and fewer saw the importance or the 
need for the Church. 
 
 

4.5: Hopes and Dreams for the Future. 
People’s hopes for the future of the town were evoked in two ways. The first was a realistic question 
of what could reasonably be achieved in the next year and the latter was an imaginary scenario where 
finances and resources weren’t a restriction. 
The question about what could reasonably be achieved was met with some skepticism by many, 
finance being the main concern. The most common outcome for the majority of those interviewed 
was that young people were able to find what interested them, a central point where young people 
could see what’s available to them and choose what suited them best; this was the most important 
issue. The second area where adults in the town would like to see improvement is that there is a 
perceived lack of opportunities for young people to work.  
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‘Young people don’t know how to work, what is expected from them in a working environment, and 
how to act in paid employment’. 

When asked what they would do with unlimited funding and resources, the answers were the same, 
but perhaps a little more ambitious. A youth centre which could cater for all the needs of young people 
that was well staffed, well equipped and well-funded. It was acknowledged that due to the size of the 
town this would need to be available in several places in the town. A strong careers advice and work 
experience platform was seen as a good idea, an opportunity for young people to think outside the 
box in terms of what they can do for employment, pursuing careers in science for example and even 
basic aspects of seeking employment such as how to write a C.V.  A functioning Youth Council was 
deemed important as was the facility to teach practical skills such as DIY. Indoor sports venues which 
were subsidised were mentioned many times. It was acknowledged that Witham is already very well 
catered for with the two academies having excellent indoor sporting facilities, but these are either 
fully booked or people felt uncomfortable using them because they were so heavily linked to a school.  
The feeling about young people was that those who are pushed to achieve by their parents will achieve 
much higher results than those who aren’t, and therefore a support mechanism outside of the home, 
for health, wellbeing and employability issues, is important.  
5.0: Recommendations 
Showcase what is Available: 
There is a lack of understanding of opportunities and of what is available in Witham for Children and 
Young people. This is not to say that there are not opportunities, because there are many, it is simply 
down to awareness raising. Whilst this task is simple, it is not easy. What we mean by this is there is a 
simplicity of sharing what clubs are already in Witham and sharing that information with people who 
may interested in those clubs. However, the execution of this is not easy. As can be proved by this 
challenge appearing in the 2013 research report and in this one. We therefore need to come up with 
a solution that is both creative and sustainable.  
One of the recommendations from the research report is that we need to find something proactive 
with the help of the primary schools to present an ‘opportunities showcase’ to the young people. This 
will help more children and Young People know what is out there for them to take part in. Also our 
events should be and need to be well advertised and sign posted for the Young People. This will 
advertise more activities to do and hopefully help young people of Witham find activities that they 
enjoy.  
We recommend that the ‘Hundred and One Things To Do Before You’re 12’ (101 B4 12) to be blended 
into the opportunities that Witham Clubs and Societies offer. This will entail gathering 101 B4 12 
partners who will help showcase their clubs activities. Therefore, giving local residents a chance to 
share their passions and experiences to others within their own home town.  
We Recommend:  

1.      Further engage with local clubs who wish to grow in youth and children’s membership. 
2.      Create an outline of standard club information which has on it details of availability and 

showcase activity that could be used as a 101 B4 12 task. 
3.      Roll out 101 B4 12 activity days where the clubs can run their showcase 101 B4 12 task. 
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Central Point:  
Young people have requested and adults have recognised that the young people of Witham need a 
place of their own. However, there are many groups with different ideas of what this needs to look 
like. The young people have also raised that there are times when they would like both an indoor and 
outdoor venue. This obviously has seasonal challenges. Again this is an issue that was raised in the 
2013 research report.  
The research highlighted that young people want to be given options and would like the venue to be 
peer led, i.e.: they want a place of their own that is safe and has suitable input from others at relevant 
times. Put in a nutshell it seemed they would like to observe and join in at their own timing and prompt.  
Youth Hub/Social Places – with sports, somewhere to chill, somewhere that is always open, where we 
don’t feel intimidated and there are no dodgy looking youth workers/people. ~ Quote from a Young 

Person 
We recommend: 
The creation of a venue as a central point that generates options and is seasonal. 

·         Outdoor (April to October) 
·         Indoor (October to April) 

The outdoor venue to make use of the Witham Park (Maldon Road Park) for both social and physical 
activities. This would be based around a six month pop-up outdoor venue based out of a temporary 
unit. This unit would be home to and base of:  

·          Cycle centre (hire, maintenance, and second hand purchase of cycles alongside led rides) 
·         Concession stands (serving hot drinks, ice-creams, etc) 
·         Walking groups  
·         Open Air theatre – Bands, films and theatre (planning permission and licenses permitting) 
·         Lunch time concerts 
·         Junior Park Run (Currently seeking license) 
·         Safe place for young  people to be, observe and join in as they wish 

The indoor venue is to be peer led. We currently have The Hub in Newlands Precinct, this has been a 
success and has evidenced that there is indeed a need in Witham for a central point of contact. Young 
people are keen to have somewhere to gather, a place where their interests are catered to but not 
limited, and currently, although we have got facilities, they are limited and the young people of 
Witham have said that Witham needs a modern, well equipped centre.   
 
Work Confidence: 
Through the research findings we found that both young people and adults have some anxiety and 
lack of confidence around the area of work. This must be set against the background of the recent 18 
months of work that the academies, the Chamber of Commerce and Witham BB have done to support 
students understanding of opportunities within the work environment. In spite of this work, there is 
still an underlying feeling amongst young people that there is no future in Witham for them, and 
because of this, they aren’t looking for a future in Witham.  
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There are over 800 Small-Medium Enterprises based in Witham, and these businesses are dependent 
on fresh starters, young people coming in with enthusiasm and a strong work ethic. The common 
theme from the adults interviewed was that young people are leaving full time education without the 
skills to seek, gain and maintain employment. A huge amount of work is already going on in the 
academies to prepare young people for a working life, but there appears to be a gap in communication 
between the schools and potential employers.  
We recommend: 

1. Continuation of current work programme with secondary Academies 2. Investigating what is already in place in terms of preparing young people for a life outside of further education, where the gaps in communication between students, academies and local businesses lie and how these can be bridged. 3. The development of an ‘after school’ (16+) programme to liaise with the academies so students leave compulsory education with the skills to seek employment and cope with a working life. 
Future Witham: 
All who were interviewed are committed to the future of Witham. It is vital that we have the courage 
of our convictions and pledge both practically and financially to the Youth and Community of Witham. 
Many individuals giving what they can, in both time and money can make a huge difference. Witham 
is in the midst of redevelopment, not of which has been seen since the late ‘60s. Therefore we 
recommend that a Future Witham fund is established for individuals who want to commit to the young 
people and children of Witham on a regular basis.  
Actions: 

1. To establish the above fund  2. To establish a management team where 80% are under the age of 25, who oversee the fund 3. To publicise the above fund 4. Donor Request – One of gifts, regular gifts of £3, £5, £15, £25 and above for a year, or even possibly through to the end of 2020 5. Initiate, subsidise and support Youth and Community strategy in Witham.  
  
Conclusion: 
The findings of the 2016 research piece concludes that the decisions that we have now about the 
opportunities we make available to us in the next five years will leave a legacy for the next 50 years. 
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6.0: Conclusion 
We hope that this research report has been informative in the way of inspiring new ideas and helps 
to make Witham even better. We want to be able to cater for everybody’s needs and have finished 
this report with lots of recommendations and ideas to get started on. Our hope for the future is to 
bridge the gap between generations and form strong and lasting relationships throughout the 
community. We are inviting everyone in Witham to join together to give every young person a place 
to belong, grow, explore and complete their God-given potential.  
 
7.0: Appendices 

7.1: Adult Questionnaire Full Results 
ADULT QUESTIONNAIRE ANSWERS 
 
Age: 2029    2      3039 4      4049 – 11 5059   5   6069  3   7079  1         80+   
 
Gender:  Male – 14     Female  11 
 
What is your position?  

 Parent of 3 teenage (Almost Teenage) Boys 
 Chair ABDN. School Governor 
 Hockey Club Head Coach 
 Pastor x2 
 Senior Family Practitioner 
 Positive Engagement Coordinator 
 District Based Youth and Community Commissioner Officer 
 Member of Witham Town Council 
 Town Councillor  
 Vice Chairman 
 Ops Manager4 
 Parent 
 Guide Leader 
 Schools Manager and Youth Pastor 
 Chairman of WOW 
 Head of Academy 
 Sports and Programme Assistant 
 Town Clerk 
 Cycling Development Officer 
 Warrant Officer 
 Exams Invidulator at Maltings Academy 
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How long have you lived/worked in Witham 
 
21 Years, 6 Years, 20 Years, 47 Years, Worked – 7 Years and Lived 37 Years, Worked – 12 years, Worked 
– 3 years and Lived 4 years, 46 Years, 40 Years, 30 Years, Lived 18 Years and worked 18 Years, 18 Years, 
40 Years, 24 Years, 14 Years, 35 Years, 15 Years, 21 Years, 3 ¼ Years, 67 Years, 8 Years, 1 Year, 18 Years, 
12 Years, 8 Years 
 
 
How would you describe Witham? And more specifically the area you work/live in. 

 Witham is a small town with a very strong identity. It is a mix of council housing with significant 
deprivation and more affluent areas set on the backdrop of the river walk which gives the 
town a beautiful focal point both visually and the pride the town takes in it. The town centre 
is fairly run down and a course of much concern and discussion in town. 

 A convenient country town. Convenient for access both London and the country but far 
enough away from London to feel you are in the country. 

 Likes the Town Centre. 
 Kids are very active. 
 Has everything we need. 
 Market town, changed a lot over the years, quieter that it was, nice place to live, commuter 

town, exception to rate race rule, laid back 
 Market town, changed a lot over the years, quieter than it was, nice place to live, commuter 

town, exception to rat race rule, laid back 
 Bitty town – no sense of community but everyone knows everyone. 
 Deprived area – it has been left alone (a lot of development in Braintree) 
 Really like living in Witham – needs some loving tender care. Outside it looks sad and 

neglected. A lot of funding goes to Braintree. Lovely place to live but there is an invisible line 
divide. 

 Local resident – much involved in local affairs 
 Small town, strong community 
 Wouldn’t move out, likes the feel. I’ve done a lot of work in community. The town is 

underrated and criticised. 
 More variety of shops. Nice place to live 
 Expanding mid Essex industrial town. A market town that’s becoming too industrial. Dormitory 

town for London. Convenient size for families – still feel like the country – generally a nice 
place to live. 

 A community...with some areas more affluent than others. Predominantly white, although the 
racial mix has changed in the time we've been here 

 Former market town that was nice but has gone downhill 
 Large sized town, London overspill, traditional values, a huge amount of potential, hasn’t lived 

up to full potential and in a good positon at the moment. 
 Witham is a nice place to live and it is a growing town. 
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 Community focused, friendly, growing – ever expanding, good transport links, Georgian high 
street, unique 

 Town is in economic decline. More in deprivation and harder to get work. Not a terrible place. 
Stronger areas than others in Essex.  Below average wages and has a lot of needs. 

 A mainly residential town with a traditional High Street and some lovely historic buildings and 
neighbourhoods and wedges of pleasant green open space, particularly following the river. 

 Much of the population works outside the town and commutes but there is a large population 
of young families. 

 Shopping and evening entertainment is limited. The countryside around is highly attractive 
mid-Essex rolling farmland. 

 Mostly misled youths, victims of trends, fashion and stereotypes. The town itself is relatively 
quiet with some unruly areas. Apathetic. 

 A thriving small town that is consistently growing with new housing and some businesses. 
 A small town with lots of new housing developments and a nice river walk.  

 
What would you like to celebrate about the place where you live/work? 

 The strong local identity and pride in the town. 
 The river walk and its maintenance. 
 Local events – Fireworks, puppet festival. 
 Youth work that has come out of the Boys Brigade and Team Witham. 
 A strong secondary school and a second up and coming secondary school. 
 Strong primary schools 
 The range of restaurants, pubs, parks and open spaces and services (train station, library etc) 

that are available in a relatively small town. 
 We have everything we need 
 Nice area 
 Quite secure 
 It’s a happy place 
 Bang in the middle 
 Don’t need to drive 
 Has a train station  
 Sense of curiosity 
 Being in touch with history 
 Traditions 
 Sense of history, being in touch with history 
 The children centres 
 Community spirit being built upon 
 Witham BB 
 Young people taking ownership off different things – stepping up 
 Relationship between BB and both of the academies 
 I have lovely neighbours who look after each other.  
 Witham is an active town if you are willing to find out about things and participate.  
 Witham enjoys the fantastic river walk and easy access to surrounding countryside while still 

being able to get into London quickly and easily.  
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 Witham has many good resources such as an excellent library, sports centre, good schools, 
Children’s Centres, nurseries, preschool groups etc. 

 A lot of events that the town manage to put on, (carnival, puppet festival, Dickensian), 
criticism but if you don’t use, they’ll go away. Increasing footfall, increases diversity and 
groups in town – strong 

 ‘Unfairly labelled’ – Number of activities 
 Leisure centre 
 BB sports programmes – reduction of antisocial behaviour 
 Feeling safe 
 Trains 
 Well balanced 
 Lively 
 Interesting 
 Location 
 A lot going for it – attractive town 
 Good facilities 
 On the whole its quite friendly, not too big. Town council do try a lot for Witham 
 River walk is neat, 
 A little bit of history 
 Saturday market and high street 
 Reasonably thriving group of churches 
 I feel part of the community and have done since I moved here. I enjoy being able to work and 

live in the town. Both my children went/are at local schools which I believe has been beneficial 
to them. 

 Loads going on if you ask (12 amateur theatre and dance groups 
 There are little pockets of celebration 
 Potential  
 Lower crime rates 
 Employment still a key issue 
 Fantastic primary and secondary schools 
 Buzz about the town 
 Youth have opportunities 
 Witham is a growing town and there are more things for young people to do 
 Community focus, residents who care about Witham and its development 
 Diversity, organisations to join 
 River walk 
 Peaceful town, good kids, good people (have our challenges), people are trying to make it 

better. 
 Strong community  
 Academies are really good – raised aspirations 
 Witham is a good place to live and bring up children with few problems of crime and disorder. 

I want to see Witham celebrate the outdoors on our doorstep and get out and enjoy the things 
I promote such as walking and cycling. 

 The minorities and inspirational/driven individuals 
 A diverse community 
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 Good position for transport with A12 and rail service. Lots of community clubs and functions 
and entertainment available. A new swimming pool and sports centre open.  

 
What do you think could be strengthened about the place where you live/work? 

 Regeneration of the town centre. 
 Improved market provision and ‘marketing’ to attract stallholders. 
 Lower rates to ensure quality shops stay – better a quality shop at low rates than an empty 

unit or another estate agent, betting shop or charity shop. 
 Development of the Maldon Road Park as we were promised by BDC years ago. 
 Town council to work with our MP who has had a wealth of ideas on town regeneration and 

has found funding to support many of these but has told us she has been blocked by local 
councillors. 

 Greater access to health care. 
 Churches take more of an active part in community town 
 As much as possible to look at own and others interests 
 Churches to take more of an active part in the community & town. As much as possible, look 

at own and others interest 
 Some more community projects  
 Advertisements – not sure what is going on 
 More shops – variety 
 Lacking in baby, shoe and men’s shops 
 More things for young people  
 Publicity if what is available, little more diversity, there is enough to do but not used as much 

due to various reasons – crèche  need more groups for more ages 
 Focusing and coordinating between groups and more things to do 
 People need to stop moaning about what we don’t have and see, make use of and participate 

in what we do have. The ones that moan that there isn’t anything to do are generally those 
who don’t want to get involve, don’t find out about things themselves and are not motivate 
to ‘be doers’ in the first place. There is plenty to do if you make the effort. 

 A greater level of respect for each other, our environment and the many excellent resources 
that Witham can boast about. 

 Witham should become an alcoholfree zone so that drinking on the streets and parks should 
not be allowed. This needs to be policed. 

 The number of betting shops needs to be reduced. Other shops should be encouraged to come 
by offering lower rent. 

 What happens at Parkside? Is this a community building? Is this money well spent or could 
what happens there go on in other buildings and the money spent on this building put to 
better use? 

 More youth programmes could be picked up. Parkside needs to be heavily picked up. 
 More evening programmes like BB 
 Discounts for leisure centre for low income families 
 The community – the divide – no sense of community 
 Open entre back open – more volunteers 
 Health services – terms of access, being denied a lot of services by NHS, 
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 Schools getting better 
 Don’t thing jobs are a big problem 
 Highway system 
 Parking 
 Variety of shops – help with diversity and people to shop 
 More work of tidying up verges and weeds on estates 
 Community provisions – definitely medical and community centres and village halls. 
 The new estate has been built but there isn’t a community feel to it.  
 Transport is a pain, maybe need a bypass (link between A road and Braintree Road) 
 Better integration and provisions for oversea foreign workers. 
 I would like to see more diverse shops in the town so that people don't feel they have to go 

to Chelmsford to buy their goods. 
 More people aware of  what is going on – so they can engage and take part. 
 Employment opportunities – apprenticeships and that’s at all school leaving age so potentially 

things for students who need to finish at 16 because education isn’t for them, but also for 
those who want to go on and get higher education, go to college, go to university and then be 
employable. I see and still stay in contact with a lot of student that go to university and come 
back to the town and find it very difficult. The amount  of times they say “I’m just doing  this 
job,  I’m just working at Morrisons” No problem with that at all but it’s not a graduate 
programme, they are doing it because there isn’t any other employment for them and I’d like 
to see businesses give them a real chance. 

 Witham needs more betting shops that people like to shop in. Less betting shops 
 Better health facilities, infrastructure, highway parking 
 Council has most knowledge but least power 
 Economically town is in decline (competition with Chelmsford) 
 Need to make Witham more attractive, free parking? Recession affected Witham 
 More opportunities, lower rates – regenerate town 
 The town has developed to accommodate a growing population with the main means of 

getting around being by car.  
 The amount and quality of space for people to be outdoors and get around town on foot or 

bike has been neglected over the years but there are signs that this can change, with efforts 
to encourage walking to school, etc. 

 To restore a healthy balance, Witham could do with a fresh approach to help people get about 
and, after decades of neglect, putting walking and cycling first, better planning for new 
development, improvement in design standards and giving people back their living space.  

 A hospital 
 Less negative influencing/dilapidated neighbourhoods 
 Improve town unity 
 Improved technical/commercial interest/attention 
 Government interest 
 More community activities would be good – involving families 
 I am a working parent and there are very limited childcare options for parents in school 

holidays – more play schemes with longer hours would be good 
 More services to accommodate the growing number of people living here, e.g: doctors, school 

places,  etc. 
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What programs or services do you know of that are available for young people locally? Are you 
working with them? What do you think they are achieving? 
 

 Guides 
 Scouts 
 Boys Brigade 
 Army/Air Cadets 
 Football and Rugby Clubs 
 Many of these organisations rely on parental engagement and financing to effectively reach 

the young people. Boys Brigade stands out as working with a number of disaffected 
youngsters from some dysfunctional families but this is the tip of the iceberg. There needs to 
be more community outreach that does not rely on teenagers who need parents or funding 
to access the provision. 

 I am aware of some of the work undertaken by Witham BB, pre and after school opportunities 
at Maltings and New Rickstones, services offered at Witham Leisure Centre and local clubs 
and organisations. 

 Yes working with schools as a Governor and indirectly through Active Braintree District 
Network. 

 Parkside 
 Junior sports club 
 Swimming 
 Dance 
 Elite schools clubs 
 Cheerleading  
 Hockey 
 The facility for people to go out 
 Rainbows 
 Various churches 
 Youth Groups 
 Fish Faith 
 Sunday Schooling 
 The Hub 
 Parkside is achieving a sense of ownership, better aspirations and working together (this is 

getting better) 
 Witham BB has helped to get a cycling project off the ground and the hope is that rides and 

events will encourage more residents to get back on a bike in 2016. 
 Each have different aims and achieve what they set out to do. 
 Bethel Church 
 Martial Arts 
 Dolphins 
 Doing a half decent job, level of antisocial behaviour and vandalism used to be higher. Not 

very hands on/involved. I get a feeling that things has slightly improved 
 Library 
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 Some youths have a resistance or hostility to positive/productive influences. 
 Cost is a problem and knowledge outside school activities is important.  Sports side of things 

are good and get kids out – gives them a variety of things to do.  
 WOW 
 CYO 

 
Do you feel the needs of young people are being met in Witham? 
Yes 10      No 9 

 Some are and some are not. It is unrealistic to meet all the needs of all young people. 
 Too a certain extent yes, but need better advertisements needed. 
 Not enough for them to do – if they don’t have any money or not into sports 
 Not enough Need a place to find everything  Can’t always afford it 
 The effort is performed but more is needed 
 Not surelooks like the generation is changing, Witham is a fairly safe place. 
 I think that’s an age old problem, it’s a problem from 15 years ago when I joined Witham. It 

was a problem in Croydon where I grew up and it was a problem for my older brother who is 
8 years older. I think it’s that age old problem, its almost, not impossible but very very difficult 
to answer and what I will say is giving the young people options and choices to do things in a 
town like this, don’t cost masses amount of money. 

 It’s about giving them affordable options, and I’ve seen working with kids, kids will be kids, if 
they are given something they think a) gives them ownership, b)they are interested in, c) 
doesn’t cost a great deal of money, then they will definitely buy into it.  

 Not sure if this a correct assumption 
 Need more open centres. 
 Lacking youth club – Parkside 
 Biggest issue is whether they know what is going on. 
 Two fold – it is there for people who want to find it 

Are there any specific youth services or programmes that you would like to see running? What type 
of activities or socialising opportunities do you think young people want to see in Witham? 

 A place to go to that is alcohol free, free to access and is seen as a cool place to hang out. 
 Provision of sports facilities. 
 ‘Detached’ Youth Work. 
 Bowling 
 Arcade 
 There is a gap in provisions; most challenging aspect is funding (Youth Outreach/Youth 

WorkUnderstanding where they are at, what they enjoy) 
 Somewhere that is led by them 
 Need to get something out of it 
 Not hitting youths socialising needs – Costs 
 Somewhere for them to go 
 As above play schemes in school holidays where children can come – but longer hours needed 

as this option is very limited in the local area.  
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 Any programmes that get young people outdoors would be great. More support for youth 
clubs and more informal club activities. The neighbourhood Open Crowd model has been a 
great success that could be developed. 

 Opportunities to mix with the students from both secondary schools, they get on so well, 
which is unheard of really. With two secondary schools, you’d think there would be a rivalry, 
but because they do things like go to cadets or they play on the same football team, maybe 
there’s a healthy competition there, collaboration between the two of them, opportunities 
where they get to use skills that will help them in their studies but also in the workplace. So 
real life and stuff that schools don’t unfortunately get to teach because we have the 
constraints of the curriculum, we don’t get to teach them how to pick up a phone and answer 
a phone because that’s not on any subject; yet that’s a valuable life skill or shaking hands and 
initiate a greeting with somebody. We do through our life skills programme but anything like 
that which equips them for the real world. Being a teenager is tough. Being a teenager in 2015 
is a lot harder than when I was their age because of the current state of the country and 
everything else. The more we can do to raise aspirations, to equip them for the real world 
then morally we are doing the right thing. 

 Use of youth clubs is a lot less 
 Provide something that parents can feel safe to let their kids go to – a central youth provision 
 More after school clubs.  
 Improved school/community projects. 
 More social areas 
 More collaboration between youth groups, clubs, schools and workplaces 
 Substantially more job opportunities, work experience and apprenticeships 
 Better investment in the interest of today’s youth 
 More advertised family opportunities 
 Positive reinforcement 
 Less housing, more community facilities and commercial (nonindustrial) sector regions. 
 Affordable venues  somewhere to meet with their friends 
 Pop up cinema/film 
 I think the young people would like something like an ice skating or roller rink! Other than that, 

I would like to see more evening activities available for young people with little or no money. 
Activities that will encourage them to be part of their community and broaden their 
experience 

 More things for young people on weekends, after school – Public hall used more 
 More toddlers 
 More science based play – encourage science, technology, language and maths. 
 Youth club needed 
 Craft provisions 
 More groups for full time parents on weekends 
 ‘Breadth of variety of provisions is better than it was 30 years ago. 
 The excellent hairdressing resource in Maltings Academy should be available as an after 

school/evening club for those who are interested but don’t want to take it as a G.C.S.E. 
 The Beloved Course run through the PSHE classes in school. 
 More deprived groups – maybe get police more involved 
 Martial arts 
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 Informal things – shelter, drop in. Is there a place they can do this, café? 
 Cinema 
 More free activities 
 Youth bus back – come into youth territory  
 No, difficult to reach youth, council seen as authority 

 
 
 
When do you think the services should be available? 

 During the day Monday to Friday 5 
 In the evenings Monday to Thursday 14 
 Friday evenings 13 
 Saturday evenings 11 
 Sunday evenings 7 
 Saturday during the day 12 
 Sunday during the day 7 
 School term time only 3 – During evenings 
 School holidays 12 – During day 

Whenever people decide 
Depending who targeting 
Meet demands of service users – lunchtimes – 5pm7/8pm 
As a parent/carer or provider, what would you say is important to you when considering the activities and services offered to young people? Please select all that apply.  

 Enjoyment for young people  17 
 Educating young people – 15 
 Providing a safe environment  16 
 Meeting new people  13 
 Getting young people off the streets – 11 
 Giving young people the opportunity to take part in activities they usually wouldn't have 

access to  14 
 Allowing young people to gain knowledge for the future – 14 

Other: Please specify:  
 Opportunity to plan/ direct activities themselves 
 Personal development 
 Youth struggle to hold conversations  
 Need to enjoy or they won’t turn up and someone to talk to – safe place 
 Get a grasp of the Christian Faith 
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All or any of the options, (apart from off the streets – get them ON the streets; and safe BUT 
not TOO safe environments). A simple measure is that the activities: 

 Encourage and help young people to enjoy exploring and stretching their knowledge and 
resourcefulness; 

 And that the activities do not cause harm to the young people or others. 
 Understanding for organisations and how they work in town 
 Build self-esteem, positive influence 
 Different opinions and views – how young people cope with risk and what is their knowledge 

of it – educating parents and children 
 Needs to come from them, they need ownership, have respect, low costs, timing 
 Have a choice  
 Cost 

  
Please describe how you perceive young people in your community, if possible, please explain why? 
 

 There are different groups –  
Those that spend most of their spare time on the streets and in the parks – bored, not 

using their time constructively and see as trouble by much of the town. Those whose parents 
actively seek to engage them in organised activities. 

Those who spend their free time at home and probably online. 
 Young people are brilliant! The vast majority are great but there is a small minority that give 

young people bad press. Young people will push the boundaries but that is a good thing as it 
is part of learning. My only concern is to ensure young people have aspirations and grow their 
confidence. 

 Quite pleasant 
 Bad mouthed 
 Always going to have characters 
 As a whole better these days than 10 years ago 
 Diversity of the young people in Witham. Many are difficult to please and provide things to 

occupy and interest them. 
 In general, troublemakers, see them hanging around. Don’t hear many good things 
 Misunderstood   Not all angels, always push, bad time now (bad press, etc.). If they get called 

names they are going to act like it. 
 Lack of support 
 The FUTURE. Lively, energetic, imaginative, hopeful, and less cynical, if often more susceptible 

to influence, than adults. Difficult, challenging, unpredictable. 
 They are the future, honest evaluation. They will buy into their different activities and skills as 

long as they are involved. 
 Mixed – In recent years generally public behaviour is ok. 
 Hyperactive, misled, unruly and opposed to assigned responsibility and recognisable authority. 

Apathetic, lazy and distracted.  
 On the whole pretty good, get the odd one. Most are well behaved and polite.  
 Can be intimidated in big groups but in small numbers interesting to be with. 
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 Not sure – not been over much, pleasant, polite, bored, stereotyped for wrong things. Ok if 
they are involved with things. 

 More subdued, more than they used to be – so much pressure on them now. Youngsters 
genuinely well behaved. 

 It depends on the child and how many there are. Sometimes they can be rowdy. 
 Good kids, stereotyped, can reach and work with them. 
 Polite, well presented 
 Never seen anything to dissuade 
 I enjoy being amongst the children and young people in this town. They are generally very 

polite, hardworking and thoughtful 
 Generally great kids, decent, want to get involved. 
 They have a lack of opportunity 
 Nice 
 They want to achieve a lot 
 Enjoy doing things that makes them proud e.g WLA  
 Handful of individuals give rest of the youth a bad name 
 Younger people do a lot for the town 
 There are many young people in Witham who are dedicated members of groups they attend 

and are developing into well rounded responsible young people. I think these young people 
have supportive and encouraging parents. There are young people in Witham who do not 
have the same parental support and guidance and who therefore find it harder to know their 
own self-worth and don’t have the same level of expected behaviour that makes a good 
society. It is this group who are more likely to be found hanging around and causing some 
trouble because they don’t know otherwise. This is the more easily seen group and can give 
all young people a bad name. This group need to learn to respect themselves and others. If 
they cause litter, damage etc. they see it as being somebody else’s responsibility to clear up 
but actually we all need to act with responsibility and respect. These are lessons that this 
group have not be taught at home. 

 
What do you think is important to young people?  

 Enjoyment 
 Choice of activities 
 The ability to drop in and out of things with no commitment ( I don’t necessarily think that’s 

a good thing!) 
 Being with friends and having a good time with adults who understand and value them. 
 Food 
 To be happy and confident in who they are!! 
 A place they can be themselves safe and comfortable 
 Friends 
 Family 
 Themselves 
 Good network 
 Having time to be themselves and be free 
 Social media 
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 Having fun 
 Want to do well at school and have fun 
 Entertainment, occupying time 
 Self-invented drama 
 Acting on their own 
 Releasing their imagination 
 Values – making sure they have values 
 Making sure that  they understand different values and behaviours 
 Ownership, seeing the bigger picture, everyone forgets how intellectual they can be 
 Being individuals and fitting in with their peers. Meeting potential boy and girlfriends. 

Breaking free. 
 Having places to go, activities to be involved in, sports opportunities.  
 Enjoying time with friends, making new friends 
 Sense of belonging, somewhere to feel safe, and someone to talk to 
 Opportunity    young people have it harder – flexibility , house, live on your own 
 Belonging, feeling valued, good about themselves and abilities 
 Kids get up to no good when they are bored/ 
 Somewhere to hang out and have fun 
 Being appreciated, part of a family. Having a good environment, praise, support, advice, job 

opportunities 
 Got to ask them. 
 Their future as it is brought up a lot at school and by the media 
 Having a safe and comfortable environment and knowing there is enough space to develop 
 Social acceptance 

 
What do you think are the biggest issues affecting young people today? 

 Pressure from parents and school to perform well at school. 
 How to handle an online world that their parents and teachers are largely unfamiliar with   the 

issues this has with setting boundaries for themselves and respecting those boundaries set by 
parents. 

 Peer pressure – the pressure to do what everyone ese is doing so that you will be accepted by 
your group of ‘friends’. 

 More an issue for girls – the pressure to look good and conform to the world’s warped image 
of what the female body should look like. I think this is also a growing pressure for boys. 

 Lack of employment and aspiration – not many job opportunities 
 Peer pressure 
 Social media 
 Self confidence 
 Hope – lack of opportunity, employability, longer term accommodation, decent trusting 

relationships and role models 
 Whole pressures on society everyone’s negative if they aren’t doing what they are supposed 

to. 
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 Mental health, employment, transport, drugs, alcohol (temptation of them, they are too 
openly done) 

 Lack of policing 
 Social media 
 Peer pressures 
 Feeling insecure and uncertain about the future. Worry about work and being able to afford 

to be independent. 
 Employment, employment advice, knowing how to get there, pressures social media 

education, health and wellbeing, mental health 
 This generation face postmodern world, so diverse. Godly values have been lost. If it was 

happening in London, it happens here smaller scale.  
 Social media gives values 
 Lack of responsibility and repercussions 
 Established of bad influences 
 Poor parenthood (a loophole) 
 Hard to be themselves without being bullied 
 Fitting in with peers 
 Studying to get good grades 
 Too much opportunity    they can get confused – not sure which pathway to choose 
 Coping with world’s complexities and coping with having skills, knowledge, etc.  
 Job opportunities 
 They have a stereotype against them 
 Lack of services, void in services 
 Opportunity 
 Housing 
 Lack of employment, fear of world issues they don't understand and how to live in the culture 

they are in 
 Not knowing what the future holds, jobs, university, apprenticeships. 
 Obesity 
 Gender issues 
 Stereotypes 

 
What is a youth service to you?  And what services should our youth services include? 

 Anything that serves the needs of our youth – this needs to include a range of organisations, 
sports, detached work, provision without adult presence  

 One that meets the needs of all its clients. This will vary from person to person and within 
each area. 

 Structured organisations, contractible from all aspects, clear layout of what they are after 
 Safe place, well organised, structured sessions, enhancing 
 Available with as few barriers as possible for entry 
 Sufficiently resourced 
 Having staff that are really into them, feel valued, talk to them. Chill time and activities to gain 

knowledge for the future like cooking, community projects. 
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 Fun 
 A group offering young people something to do that they may be interested in, giving support, 

being someone that young people can talk to, and build relationships 
 Somewhere for them to meet and to be themselves. Not a lot of pressures 
 Positive and constructive occupations for youths which also supports personal development 

and an interest/nurtured responsibility and investment/interest in the community 
 Not sure what it looks like in this world. Don’t think there is one. 
 Enjoyment, guidance, full safe guarding  
 A service which is welcoming, interesting and non-judgemental, which offers young people a 

point of reference for activities and opportunities that are fun and interesting. 
 Include activities around food, growing things, learning skills, getting outdoors, sport, music 

and a wide range of creativity. Mixing with other generations. Involve them in decision 
making. 

 About supporting young people in their communities 
 Open centre – safe 
 Outreaching and engaging, get people interested and involved 
 Varied, provided by state, need proper training 
 Variety, football, build teams, build competiveness 
 Swimming pool – free swim 
 A youth service is a group that run activities for young people 
 Somewhere for young people to hang out and have fun 
 Enabling attitude  
 Engages with youth, should come from them (what they want). Sports based stuff – fishing? 
 Open to be proved wrong with youth clubs 
 How do we hit lower income families? 
 It comprises of expert youth workers, spending time and resources educating and encouraging 

young people to find their place in the world 
 Fun and safe environment which meets regularly, members are committed and a range of 

activities are provided 
 
What is key to the future of Witham’s Youth Service? 

 Funding and commitment from local councils. 
 Commitment from those involved in youth work to see it extend. 
 Effective lobbying. 
 People in the town who have the expertise and who care. 
 Joined up thinking and support from council, youth organisations including churches and 

secondary schools. 
 Use of Parkside? Coordination with those who work there, shared use of facilities with 

Parkside and local schools 
 All the clubs keep going 
 Good relationships 
 Enabling Youth to have access 
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 Unlitmited power of people – try and look at little pockets of groups who don’t do a lot  
more outreach workers to go out – create programmes – more engagement 

 Trying to teach people 
 Relate subjects to what they are doing 
 Climbing frames 
 Funding would be helpful but above all a willingness to be part of the solution 
 Offer free things to young people 
 A lot more agency working 
 Lot more volunteers 
 Everyone pulling together 
 Having places to go and be involved in new activities with their friends 
 Having varied options to attract different types of people with different interests 
 Build on the Open Space model to reach out to young people. Be strong in advocating 

alternatives to the norms of community development, based on the views of older people. 
 Make it positive and FUN – ALWAYS. Resource it with professional level staffing, training and 

funding. 
 Getting them to have as much involvement as possible in decision making 
 Leadership 
 Lower costs to take part 
 Build up relationships 

 
In a years’ time, what would you like to see changed for the young people of Witham? 

 Certainly that the initiatives that has been started to continue. 
 Increased provision for those who are not currently engaging with any youth provision – more 

open access facilities and sports for older teenagers. 
 Something in winter months, Café where they can hang out. 
 Flexibility  
 More opportunities for a youth service to run another night a week. Parkside disco? 
 Enabling youth 
 Information 
 Health worries helped 
 Progress 
 More needs to be put on (Boxing) 
 Being engaged and moving on. 
 I think we have many excellent resources for young people in Witham. What we need is the 

staffing and volunteers to be able to run these things. I would like to see paid youth workers 
so that this essential work for building the structure of Witham’s future society isn’t left to 
volunteers but is seen as being essential enough to have trained, employed staff. 

 There are very few opportunities for young people to work now, such as Saturday shop jobs. 
These jobs used to give young people an experience of work, what is expected when you are 
employed, respect for an employer and the experience of earning and managing your own 
income. Without this experience a child can go from school straight into employment with no 
knowledge of how to act in paid employment and what the expectations of being employed 
are. They don’t know ‘how to work’. 
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 Young people need to have their eyes opened to job opportunities and the effort that they 
need to put in and are capable of putting in to gain a job that they could really enjoy rather 
than just the first job they fall into. 

 More publicity of services available and the achievements of what people do. If you were to 
quiz people about town, they know more about what’s happening, communication is constant, 
more people know what is going on around town. 

 Services available for them to go to for advice on different things 
 Like to see something in place for school leavers so they can get work experience 
 Programme at public hall for training in working 
 I would like to see them enthusiastic about their town, and their future 
 More job opportunities for young people 
 More joint working to put more on for young people 
 Secure a programme of challenging activities based on the foundation of what is already done 

well that they have enjoyed and encourage the older ones to become the new advocates and 
supporters. You do this well already. Reach out to those youngsters who are cynical. Partner 
with other active groups. 

 More aspiration, to see bigger picture, to have an end goal, more employability for school 
leavers, less crime, to see town continue to improve 

 Existing provisions grow stronger. 
 Experiment with central youth hub 
 Explore more of what the gap is – what gaps are being met. 
 Group of youth go places for the weekend – Youth Exchange 
 More to do in the community – more open crowd festivals 
 More pop up events 
 Sports  
 Entertainment 

 
Imagine you had unlimited resources and a team of youth and community workers at your disposal…. 
What would be your plan for the future of Witham’s young people? 
 

 To engage the teenagers themselves in plans that have longevity and sustainability but can 
come to fruition quickly to meet the needs of all teenagers in the town now – not just those 
who are proactive and have parental support. 

 I would want to see an active youth council, teenagers fired up to change their own lives with 
adults as the facilitators. 

 More indoor sporting facilities  
 Love to see churches have more coordinated approach to youths. Churches need to get a 

grasp of youth work. 
 Have every evening with something for young people to do. Different interests each night. 
 Youth Bus to take them different places. 
 Equip youth with the means and skills to access information and knowledge 
 Hitting pocket areas in district – youth workers engage to neat and tidy. 
 Not being stereotyped + cemented in community 
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 Dance classes, sports clubs, sports centres, squash courts etc. all cost money to attend and 
can be out of reach for some. Could some of this be subsidised/free? 

 Be given The Hub as a permanent, centrally located resource for Witham. 
 Really good careers advice/work experience. There are so many different jobs out there but 

we all have such limited experience of what could be done. These ideas and possibilities need 
to be show to young people so that they don’t think about just the obvious jobs but see that 
they could do something different, interesting and work life can be exciting and rewarding. 
Apprenticeship schemes. 

 There are many sports opportunities and schools offer athletics but perhaps an athletics club 
that is not under a school umbrella so the youth don’t think of it as being only for those who 
belong to that school. 

 Clubs that are not involved around sport such as cookery club teaching a lifelong skill. 
Photography and art club. Advertising and web design. Journalism. Practical skills like DIY. And 
sport that is not competitive such as aerobics. 

 Teaching sessions at the skate park. A great place to meet youth in their environment. 
 Drop in centre, youth club, café open 24/7, running youth council meeting, councilling service, 

provision of skills, safe place to hang out, outreach teaches to all schools. 
 More apprenticeships, courses for what they need to be employed 
 More people like us  to help with CVS etc. 
 Staff to do it 
 Plan to have every young person working once they leave school 
 Work experience opportunities 
 Witham Olympics 
 Mother/Father + toddler groups 
 Somewhere safe for them to have fun 
 Something that engages awareness of science 
 Music festival 
 Multiple opportunities to take part in a wide range of educational, sporting and other activities. 

I would like every young person to find their place in a positive group activity of some 
description 

 Cinema  
 Sports hall 
 Parkside open every night with different themes each night. 
 A lot more going on for young people and Witham 
 I’d offer targeted programmes around the outdoors, with definite targets for how much young 

people get out of their time. 
 I’d try and provide a 121 service of mentors and listeners. 
 Links to businesses, higher education and more opportunities 
 Rolling programmes – contribute to next generation 
 Have a centre in a central place where it is safe that offers classes, social interaction, youth 

exchanges in Europe. 
 Everyone puts their heads together 
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How do you feel the church is perceived in the Witham community? 
 

 Positively – a lot of the youth work is church based or supported. 
 Personally feels the church is irrelevant. 
 Difficult to say 
 Depends on church and depends who you speak to. Older generations give more respect to 

the church. Usually positive, most see as part of the fabric of town. They are there if you need 
it. 

 Mixed – a lot of families go, not churchgoers but really enjoy it. 
 Very split. In Witham Churches do well with interacting with community. 
 Positively I hope, not seen as strongly as that I would like. 
 Trying to provide for parents as well as youth. 
 Own perception – Lots of different church groups, ‘not uncool’ to be involved to be religious. 
 Taught about all religions now which is a good thing. 
 At a couple of events there was a good network of families who have connected with ‘the 

church’ through BB. They seemed very happy with that connection. 
 A very small section of a secular society. Not always universally respected or recognised by 

the community. Frequently overlooked. 
 They do their bit. Holiday club is good.  
 With youth not good 
 2 cultures conflict (Youths and Churches) 
 Youth feel threatened 
 Supportive  
 Minority interest 
 Possibly not cool 
 A lot of people simply don't think about the church at all 
 Quite well – Adults really well, youngsters not so much. They don’t see it as important and 

they don’t see it as a place to go. 
 Many parents do not go to crèche at church because of the religious element. They feel like 

they are going to be preached at. 
 I think the church is generally looked upon well but not considered my most until required for 

the obvious church occasions. People are happy to join in with activities put on by the church 
for the community but don’t want to know any more and I expect most people in Witham 
would say they are not interested in anything religious. They don’t see religious instruction as 
important for themselves or their children but don’t have a problem with those who choose 
to attend. 

 Well attended 
 Well perceived 
 URC has the highest profile – A lot of things happen there.  
 Majority of people do not perceive the church. 
 A lot less involved 

 
Do you feel the church has a role to play in the lives of young people in Witham and if so, what is 
this? 
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 Absolutely   the church provides good role models, free space, resources and leadership. 
 Yes if the young person choses that is be involved. The most relevant role is one of support. 
 Yes, whether its opened up to you – good to expose 
 Yes, to love them, treat young people less as children and stop patronising the young people. 

Stop seeing them as the future and see them as the now.  
 Yes, it would be good if they can support and not preach. 
 Church is all about getting people to attend.  
 Definitely relevant. Supporting them, breaking down barriers/perceived judgment. 
 Engaging more in community (They used to keep themselves to themselves) More effort. 
 From what they offer young people, yes 
 Absolutely – They offer resources. 
 Own perception not per say – anyone that offers good advice and opportunities, has 

judgmental is good, doesn’t matter if it’s religious based. 
 I think that Witham BB has got a good balance which is much less about evangelism and more 

about demonstrating faith by their positive non – religious outreach and communication. 
 The church itself is an overlooked opportunity and occupation within the tow, leading to less 

recognition and the mutation of its societal role. 
 Yes, helps with community youth events, be available to help with building relationships with 

young people + offer resources. 
 Passively. People know the church is there but don’t feel the need or interest in going. 
 Yes, Part of a community, they lead after school and holiday clubs. Has trouble with some 

behaviour. 
 Yes, spiritual guidance, people lose perspective from time to time. 
 Yes, if churches are willing to be more embracing, bit cooler, not so preachy, bit more outreach. 
 Definitely. The church should be a place that encourages young people to be the best that 

they can be. As a Christian I believe God has given us gifts and when we use them we will 
experience enjoyment and fulfilment 

 It should be a part of their life 
 Mentor (not for employment) there for support. Relationship advice, low selfesteem, how 

they perceive themselves. 
 Yes recognising we’ve become more of an acceptable society – outreach without expectation. 
 The church does have a role but should not be given sole responsibility. The church should 

provide a moral framework for children and should not be afraid to offer this. But the church 
is also a friend, a listener, and should be nonjudgement to the issues that youth face. The 
church can come alongside youth and be there for them. The church can offer excellent 
buildings. The church can pray. 

 Yes, those people who want to be will attend.  
 Middle class 
 The church is open to all 

 
Are you familiar with the research piece carried out 3 years ago?  
Yes – 20  No  3 
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Do you think there have been improvements in youth provision across Witham in the last 3 years 
(relating to this research) and if so, what are they? 
 

 Yes the open crowd festivals, contribution and building up of Team Witham, the leadership. 
 Use of the Youth Hub 
 Aware of #Team Witham, involved in the Open Crowd festivals 
 Programme of events, pop up centre in the precinct. CYO and BB working together, young 

people are being encouraged to interact with businesses. Clear interest with traditions and 
organisations like BB still vibrant and engages continuity in things which now includes girls.  

 Has been improvements. A little more Youth Work. A lot more to do. Highlighted Witham 
more. Still not community cohesion 

 Yes, Open Crowd + Messy Church 
 Impressed with BB’s Work. 
 Work BB has done is the visible improvement 
 Statements of improvement for Mayor + Councillors 
 Initial surge (#TW) Not sure if its sustained 
 It is in the best position in last 15 years 
 Family days/festivals in the summer. Pop up sports on some of the estates. Family cycle rides, 

Tour De Witham. 
 Has declined because of council 
 No Police. 
 BB is better 
 Yes, Youth awards, goes into schools, Open Crowd, Slow burners but good improvements. 
 Yes, There is a lot more things for kids to do in Witham than 3 years ago. 
 Went to meeting at town hall, Welcome to Witham, Not aware of any lasting changes. 
 Yes. Since the report there have been many activities that address some of the findings. BB 

has been instrumental in bringing groups together to work with and encourage all groups in 
Witham, regardless of age, race, religion or experience 

 Yes, Youth Hub, Holiday Clubs, Summer events ( Tour De Witham, Cycle Shop) 
 Some improvement, the hub, coordination has been very good. 
 Yes I think there has been improvement. Team Witham is becoming more recognised. Some 

uniformed organisations worked together over the summers Open Crowd Festival. Perhaps 
more working together and pooling of resources would be good e.g. 7th Witham Guides are 
having real trouble with lack of storage and are paying a lot of money to store items. A lot of 
this is camping equipment. Has another group got storage space they could offer? Could the 
camping equipment be a shared resource so each group does not have to hold their own? 
Could other equipment like this be shared? Could skills be shared for specific lessons and 
experiences?  

 Community based work good, events ran have been great and engagement levels. 
 Over the last few years profile with community cemented. 
 Greater visibility of activities  

 
 
Would you be interested in volunteering at any of these fixtures & events? 
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Weekly Youth Hub:  (drop in style cafe with wii, xbox, pool table, football table, internet access, tuck 
shop etc, plus workshop activities such as crafts, photography, web design etc) – 2 
Monthly Youth Daytrip: (costs £810) 
Community Festival: (Spring/Summer)  4 
Weekly Sports Dropin: Free access to the allweather pitch on Spinks Lane or the Stadium in the Streets. 
Vauxhall Football MashUP: Free 1 hour Football Sessions on a Tuesday Evening 
Witham Leadership Academy:  1 
Weekly meetings for 511 year olds: Anchors & Juniors 2 
Weekly Youth Group for 1119s: Company Section. 1 
Milkshake Club: Informal youth drop in for 1119s. 
Christian Union: Lunch time meetings during lunch time. 
Local Charity Shop  
 
Other  

 I could volunteer on an occasional basis within the restrictions of having 4 children  
 
 
Where in Witham or surrounding areas do you live/work?  

 The Town Centre 
 Near the town centre 
 Humber estate 
 Braintree  
 Train Station 
 North Witham, Church Street 
 Spring Lodge 
 Cycling programme around the town 
 Maltings Lane Estate 
 Humber Road 
 Maltings Academy 
 Templars Estate 
 Humber Road 
 All the school bar one and in the URC 
 Grove Estate 
 Greenfields properties across Witham 
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  7.2 Youth Questionnaire Full Results 
YOUTH QUESTIONNAIRE ANSWERS 
 
What would you like to celebrate about the place where you live? 

 Charities 
 A lot of shops 
 Cafes have nice food 
 Decent restaurants and takeaways 
 Witham Carnival 
 Local opportunities such as #TeamWitham & Witham  Cricket Club 
 The people who run the shops in town are really helpful and nice 
 The scenery, clubs and schools 
 It’s safe, good and fun 
 Enjoy coming to BB 
 They have a lot of pubs, a few football teams and a great sports centre 
 Things have changed recently for the better recently, more opportunities 

 
What do you think could be strengthened about the place where you live? 

 There is nothing to do need more stuff to do 
 All of the play equipment are the same and is vandalised. Needs to be more parks 
 Nothing for 14-15 year age group to do, we leave Witham on weekends to do things 
 Better shops for shopping, clothes and game shops 
 If we didn’t have to pay to have fun 
 More seating areas for us to go and just sit with our mates 
 More lights around 
 A park or jungle gym for older children/adults 
 More bins down the river walk 
 A bowling alley or cinema  
 More vibrant through the town 
 Less cars, more bikes 
 Fairs 
 Sunday buses happen more often 
 Activity shops/places – Like a make your own cake shop.  
 Less charity and betting shops 
 More home grown businesses 
 Male clothes shops 
 Less drugs around the Courts (Templars Estate) 
 Less littering 
 People in Witham can be more polite and caring 
 Witham could be cleaner 
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 More sport pitches 
 Youth Groups 
 More facilities 
 An improved town centre 
 More opportunities for younger people 

 
What is Witham like? 

 There is nothing to do 
 Rubbish 
 Crowded 
 Normal – There are just houses, nothing special happening 
 Boring 
 No entertainment 

 
Please write the name of all the youth groups and organisations you can think of below: 

 Fish Faith 
 Parkside 
 Army & Air Cadets 
 Brownies 
 Guides  
 Scouts 
 BB 
 School youth clubs 
 Majorettes 
 Beavers 
 Rainbows 
 #TeamWitham 
 Valley Green Football Club 
 Witham CC 
 RUFC  
 Witham FA 
 Witham Rugby 
 Cricket 
 Karate 
 Witham Nomads 
 Cubs 
 Milkshake 
 The Zone 
 Tea Café (Silver End) 
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Please describe how you feel young people are perceived by older generations? 
 They look down on youth 
 Labelled as bad and yobs because of other kids making the name 
 Label everyone together 
 Have to do something nice for them, for them to change their opinion 
 Nice, intelligent children 
 Teenagers with hoodies can be intimidating 
 Energetic, happy, helpful 
 All depends on where you are 
 It can be good and bad perceptions 
 Lazy 
 Unwilling to do sports or go outside 
 Bad music, too many gadgets 
 Not socialised enough 
 Too many drugs – trying them out, taking them, etc.  
 Spoilt 
 Bit stupid 
 Silly, loud, messy 
 Dirty young whippersnappers with their iPads and their hippity-hoppity music and their AOL 

messenger. 
 Chavs 
 There is a bit of animosity 
 Irritating 
 Stuck up 
 Think we know everything 
 They underestimate us 
 Like they are inappropriate, ill-behaved group of thugs. They believe most of us to be lazy 

and useless. 
 Childish  

 
Do you feel the church has a role to play in the lives of young people in Witham? 

 There are a lot of churches in Witham 
 No, don’t hear anything from them. Only go to them for special occasions. 
 Yes because we celebrate the same holidays as them, like Christmas.  
 There are some activities in the church 
 A wise  person can help a young people 
 Doesn’t have much of a role 
 No, it’s boring, there is nothing appealing to teenagers in buildings such as a church 
 Not really, because younger people feel that it is boring – if there were after school clubs 

then younger people may be interested 
 Not many people are religious 
 Yes, because it increases their experiences 
 You can try, in all honesty, young people kind of look down upon religion. They don’t really 

take it seriously. 
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 Maybe 
 Yes, it does because it inspires us to do more 
 Yes because religion is important. 

 
What do you think are the needs of young people locally? Do you have any suggestions? 

 A gym 
 More lights 
 More shops 
 Places to have parties like a foam party 
 Different scenery 
 Different restaurants 
 Nothing, there is no attraction  here 
 Youth Hub/Social Places – With sports, somewhere to chill, somewhere that is always open, 

where we don’t feel intimidated and there are no dodgy looking youth works/people. 
 Parks 
 Swimming pools for younger children 
 Reasons to commit to something 
 Advice that is local 
 More stuff to do during the day 
 Sports 
 People working in the Hub 24/7 
 Milkshake bar/Decent sweet shop 
 McDonalds, Nando’s, KFC, Burger King, Shakeaway, Primark, Dunkin Donuts and a decent 

sweet shop (Mr Simms). 
 A good education 
 More things to interact with 

 
What are your concerns for your future? 

 Becoming a drunk or druggie 
 Would feel safer if there were more lights 
 That I will end up like someone who hasn’t done anything with their life 
 There are a lot of job opportunities but don’t know how to find out about work 

opportunities in Witham  
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Which of the following would you be interested in attending on a regular basis? 
 Weekly Youth Hub:  (drop in style cafe with wii, xbox, pool table, football table, internet 

access, tuck shop etc, plus workshop activities such as crafts, photography, web design etc) - 
17 

 Monthly Youth Daytrip: (costs £8-10) - 4 
 Community Festival: (Spring/Summer) - 11 
 Weekly Sports Drop-in: Free access to the all-weather pitch on Spinks Lane or the Stadium in 

the Streets. - 5 
 Vauxhall Football Mash-UP: Free 1 hour Football Sessions on a Tuesday Evening - 5 
 Witham Leadership Academy: - 7 
 Weekly Youth Group for 11-19s: Company Section. - 7 
 Milkshake Club: Informal youth drop in for 11-19s. - 12 
 Christian Union: Lunch time meetings during lunch time. 

 
 
Would you be interested in volunteering at any of these events? 

 Weekly Youth Cafe  - 13 
 Monthly Youth Daytrip (costs £8-10) - 3 
 Community Festival (Spring/Summer)  - 9 
 Local Charity Shop - 8 
 Witham Leadership Academy - 7 
 Anchors & Juniors (Weekly meetings for 5-11 year olds. - 7  
 Other: Sports Drop In 

 
Are you   34 male 13 female?      
 
Age:  11(7), 12(9), 13(2), 14(10), 15(8), 16(4), 17(3), 18, 19, 21 

 Where in Witham or surrounding areas do you live?   
 Towards Braintree 
 Templars Estate 
 Flora Estate 
 Maltings Estate 
 White Notely 
 Near Tesco 
 Braintree 
 Guithavon  Valley 
 Humber Estate 
 Terling 
 Powers Hall End  
 Silver End 
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8.0: Acknowledgements and People Interviewed 
 8.1: Special Thanks 
 David Brett   Proof Reading 
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8.2: People Interviewed 

With Thanks. 
 
1.       Carol Martin  Chair of Templars Housings Association 
2.       Caroline Clark   Parent 
3.       Chris Adkins   Sports and Programme Assistant Witham BB 
4.       Damian Lee  Head of New Rickstones Academy 
5.       Deborah Robinson  Parent 
6.       Gordon Crick  Pastor at Bethel Church 
7.       Graham Pryke  Essex County Cricket 
8.       Helen Waring   Parent of 3 teenage boys 
9.       James Martin  Positive Engagement Coordinator with Greenfields 
10.   John Wood   Chair ABDN. School Governor 
11.   Karen Lonton  Senior Family Practitioner  
12.   Kay Haig    Guide Leader 
13.   Kay Hunt    Exams Invigilator 
14.   Lucy Barlow   Vice Chairman 
15.   Mark Squire   Town Clerk 
16.   Michael Lager   Member of Witham Town Council 
17.   Neil Coughlan   Templars Community Resident 
18.   Philip Barlow   Town Councillor 
19.   Richard Monk   Cycling Development Officer 
20.   Roger Brown   IND Design Enl and Hockey Club Head Coach 
21.   Sacha Pavitt   Parent 
22.   Stewart Adkins   Chairman of WOW 
23.   Sue Hughes   District Based Youth and Community Commissioner 
24.   Tara Russell   Schools Manager and Youth Pastor 
25.   Tomas Hayward   Warrant Officer 
26.   Will Abbott   Pastor Guithavon Valley Church 

Youth:  
1.       Maltings Academy School Councillors  
2.       New Rickstones Academy School Councillors 
3.       The Hub Youth 
4.  Witham BB Company Section Members 
 
 
 
8.3: References 

Profile of the Braintree District 2015 
Braintree.Gov.Uk/Withamreport 
YAC Five Year Outline V2a 
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Witham BB Brand Brochure. 
 

8.4: About the researchers 
Kirsty Henson: 
Kirsty is currently on a Gap Year from The University of Hertfordshire studying Events Management 
and Information Systems. Kirsty has been on a placement as the Events Planning Assistant with 
Witham BB since June 2015.  
Keith Meredith: 
Keith has been a part of Witham BB since age 12, when he moved to Witham. Since May 2014 Keith 
has been a full time employee of the group. Keith has a passion to see young people to succeed, but 
to experience the hard work that is essential to success. Having lived in Witham for 16 years and now 
starting a family in Witham means Keith is dedicated to playing his part in ensuring the future is bright 
for the young people of Witham. 
 
  
 
 
 


